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WH E N HE R B E R T G. PO NT I N G S E NT moving picture footage of
Antarctica back to London from Captain Robert Falcon Scott’s ill-fated
expedition of 1910–13, he was celebrated as the first cameraman to film the
continent. By this time, the Arctic had long been an object of fascination in
European visual culture, but the Antarctic was largely unknown outside the
era’s ‘‘race for the Pole’’ rhetoric. Scott’s footage was quickly edited into
a two-reel film and released by the Gaumont company. A print advertise-
ment for the film’s US release in March 1912 proclaimed, ‘‘NEVER ANY-
THING TIMELIER,’’ describing its content as: ‘‘Wonderful pictures of the
Terra Nova breaking the ice-pack, the great ice barrier, life in the Antarctic,
the Midnight Sun in all its splendor, immense flocks of penguins, sports on
the ice that never melts, sleighing expeditions—a perfect record of a won-
derful expedition.’’1 This triumphant reception was brief; it was not yet
known that Captain Scott and four expedition members had died of exhaus-
tion and hypothermia on their journey back from the South Pole. Their
bodies were not discovered until November, and news of their death was not
cabled back to London until January 1913.

A poster advertising the 1912 film shows three men gazing at an iceberg
from the deck of a ship (fig. 1). Although this is an illustrated color litho-
graph, we understand these men to represent Captain Scott and two of his
crewmembers on board the ship Terra Nova. They stand warmly dressed, in
postures of contemplation. In depicting the men’s backs to the viewer in the
foreground and the ice in the background, this poster reinterprets Caspar
David Friedrich’s iconic 1818 painting Wanderer above the Sea of Fog for a new
landscape and a new century, quoting the Romantic sublime to promote
a commercial motion picture. But the poster also cleverly gestures toward
the modern practice of film spectatorship: the men are absorbed by a natural
spectacle located some distance in front of them, on calm waters
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glimmering with light, safely ensconced behind a railing as if in a theater.
The poster’s viewers, like the spectators of the film, are doubly removed
from its Antarctic scene, watching the ice from the shelter and comfort of
a movie theater. This poster and Ponting’s film dramatize Siegfried Kra-
cauer’s notion of the screen as a protective shield, a concept recently revis-
ited by Francesco Casetti in his ‘‘countergenealogy of the screen,’’ in which
the cinema screen serves as ‘‘a protection that keeps audiences safe from

figure 1. Poster advertising With Captain Scott, R.N. To the South Pole (Gaumont,
1912). British Antarctic Expedition filmed by Herbert G. Ponting.
FRGS. Ref: Eph-E-ANTARCTICA-1912-01. Alexander Turnbull Library,
Wellington, New Zealand.
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dangers.’’2 The poster illustrates a classical viewing condition in which the
spectator is separated and guaranteed safety from the threats and thrills
viewed on screen. In the classical viewing condition, cinema is an imperme-
able vessel transporting its viewers to a series of mediated encounters.

Today, Ponting’s film and this poster are timely in a new way: it is well-
nigh impossible to look at images of polar ice in 2021 without thinking of
global warming. Once objects of aesthetic contemplation, glaciers have
become symbols of climate collapse. While Ponting’s footage remains the
same (despite being reedited and rereleased several times), our environ-
ment does not.3 Silent-era audiences were impressed by the heroism of
Captain Scott and his crew and awed by the stunning images Ponting cap-
tured of inhospitable lands. But in the twenty-first century, images of polar
ice signify what Jennifer Fay has analyzed as our increasingly ‘‘inhospitable
world.’’4 Our new viewing condition is shaped not only by environmental
peril but by a radically changed mediascape. The shelter and comfort of the
movie theater have been replaced by an array of digital screens viewed in an
endless configuration of spaces in a world now measuring 419 ppm of
atmospheric CO2 for the first time in four million years.5 We project our
sense of endangered polar ice onto Ponting’s footage from the present
moment, even as the film unspools different concerns about discovery and
survival rooted in its own era. Call this an Anthropocene viewing condition:
it makes new spectators of us all. As modernity is being reassessed as the
Anthropocene epoch (or Capitalocene or Plantationocene), narratives of
displacement, habitat loss, and extinction have overtaken a history whose
dominant narrative was (for some) previously one of progress and civiliza-
tion. Texts that were thought to be familiar now appear differently; entire
histories must be reevaluated. Among the many stories that need telling now
is the emergence of a newly prevalent spectator position of endangerment,
or how a dominant culture comes to understand itself as imbricated within
a previously concealed dynamic of threat and survival.

An acute Anthropocene viewing condition emerges in the twenty-first
century, but it can be found as a latent element in films from across the
twentieth century. In fact, the first release of Ponting’s footage prefi-
gures the temporal disjunction of our current viewing condition, which
hinges on both the knowledge of risk and death, and the timing of that
revelation. Unknowingly released when Scott and his crew were already
dead, Capt. Scott’s South Pole Expedition was first celebrated as a film
depicting a successful expedition. When news of Scott and his four
crewmembers’ fatal ending reached home about ten months later, the
footage took on a new and somber meaning; indeed, in early 1913
Gaumont retitled the film The Undying Story of Captain Scott, repositioning
it as a story of tragic heroism. The obvious point here is that a film’s
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meaning can change based on the knowledge held by its spectators. In
addition, as this asynchrony indicates, the state of being endangered—or
in this case, already dead—has a materiality that is disconnected from
our knowledge or its representation. Building upon this example and
others below, I suggest that, in modernity, vulnerability is chronic but
typically concealed or distorted. The substance of this Anthropocene
viewing condition is its revelation of endangerment.

Of course, films’ meanings, like those of any artwork, change over time;
likewise, films signify differently in interaction with different viewers. For
some, climate change elicits only disavowal and repression; these, too, are
responses to the new condition. In this essay, I join a growing body of
scholars who are exploring the nature of the Anthropocene as an epistemo-
logical break, speculating on its implications for history, aesthetics, and
politics while the question of human and nonhuman ecological survival is
still unfolding. I argue that it is now common to experience an Anthropo-
cene viewing condition in which old images of nature cannot be separated
from our new knowledge of the climate crisis, by which I mean not only
global warming but also mass extinction, habitat loss, and climate injustice.
And these feelings are provoked not only by early polar exploration films,
but by all manner of old films about nature, be they films about forests or
frogs, oceans or orcas. Both fiction and nonfiction films can elicit this
response. While the effects of climate collapse on the way we watch old films
might hardly seem a pressing issue, tracking this change can help us under-
stand the environmental calamity around us, which is overwhelming
because of its scope and scale.6 Film, with its ability to focus and direct our
attention, can shape our emotional understanding of the global calamity,
bringing it down to human perspective. In addition to this arguably thera-
peutic or compensatory function, the Anthropocene viewing condition
potentially opens new horizons for critical thought and action by radically
reshaping anthropocentric habits of vision and notions of agency.

The climate crisis is not only a complex material problem; it is also
a crisis in perception. This in turn translates into a political problem. As
climate scientists and activists know, ending our use of fossil fuels and
sequestering existing atmospheric CO2 are within our reach (and without
gimmicky technofixes), but we lack the public awareness and political will to
change course. Instead, things proceed much as usual, with minor adjust-
ments gesturing toward adaptation but inadequate to bring about transfor-
mation. Cinema, I contend, is a medium well-suited to help us perceive the
disorienting scale and temporal complexity of the Anthropocene. It does
this, in certain genres and modes, by focusing our attention on specific
ecosystems and species; moreover, in its relation of figure to ground, fore-
ground to background, cinema represents shifting relations between
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humans and nonhuman nature. This is akin to what James Leo Cahill has
recently described as cinema’s ‘‘Copernican vocation,’’ its ‘‘powers of dis-
placement’’ in which ‘‘the cinematic apparatus provide[s] access to tempo-
ral and spatial realities typically outside the realm of habituated
perception.’’7

The analytical work of this essay is to describe and explore the signifi-
cance of this new viewing condition: what is it, and what does it bring into
view? What I call an Anthropocene viewing condition names a contemporary
spectator position in which images of nature—particularly moving images of
natures past—resonate with present and future environmental loss. More
than a mode of reception, it describes an existential condition in which
perceptual responses are shaped by environmental forces, reshaping mass
spectatorship as well as critical thought. It heralds a growing social aware-
ness of climate collapse, although one does not have to be an environmen-
talist to experience it. The Anthropocene viewing condition transforms
history—and specifically (for the purposes of this essay) old films represent-
ing nature—into a newly resonant force. In line with Walter Benjamin’s
famous description of historical materialism, the Anthropocene viewing
condition allows us ‘‘to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment
of danger.’’8 I argue that film history can help us grasp the incommensurate
time scales of human history intersecting with geological history. Our new
viewing condition responds to old films, but it is also a place from which we
view new media.9 As a spectator position it is of course socially constructed,
appearing with limitless variation according to categories of race, class,
gender, geography, age, and so forth. But what is universal about it (and
this universal assertion feels uncomfortable, as it runs counter to our train-
ing as humanists) is its historicity, anchored in this moment in the geolog-
ical history of planet Earth.

In what follows, I argue that century-old films depicting nature can
shape our sense of present-day environmental loss. I focus on films depict-
ing ice (and snow and rising seawater), for the cryosphere is the most
quickly deteriorating Earth system, and its changing resonance heralds
future trends in unstable landscape morphology. I trace endangerment
as a melodramatic trope in early natural disaster films and show how,
perhaps surprisingly, this anthropocentric genre resonates with a very dif-
ferent type of film: popular science films about glaciers. In exploring
a relation between fiction and nonfiction, I demonstrate some of the ways
in which cinema can help us come to terms with modernity’s vexed rela-
tionship with nature, which, to be clear, I believe needs radical transfor-
mation. What I am beginning to describe here is a new viewing condition
characterized by a prominent structure of feeling for our time:
endangerment.
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Endangerment, or the Not-Quite-Extinct

What I am calling an Anthropocene viewing condition has an
immediacy in the form of felt spectatorship, but it bears upon much larger
questions of history, affect, and aesthetics. It turns on the keyword ‘‘endan-
germent,’’ which I have adopted from science historians Fernando Vidal
and Nélia Dias, who develop the idea of an ‘‘endangerment sensibility’’ in
their 2016 edited collection Endangerment, Biodiversity, and Culture. Vidal and
Dias approach case studies of endangered species and environments as well
as cultural artifacts and languages, explaining, ‘‘We are interested in the
emergence and features of the perception that vast portions of the human
and non-human world are in danger of extinction or destruction: how, and
in which contexts and circumstances, did the adjective ‘endangered’ come
to be so widely applied—to biological and cultural entities, to species and
peoples, to languages and buildings?’’10 Vidal and Dias are interested not
just in scientific practices, but in what cinema studies would describe as
reception; they write that the endangerment sensibility is characterized by
‘‘a certain sentimental impulse, empathy extending to animals, landscapes
and marginalized humans, as well as attention to one’s own affective expe-
rience.’’11 There is a lot going on in this concept, but I want to isolate its
focus on feelings: Vidal and Dias claim that, ‘‘in contrast to earlier forms of
understanding extinction, current thinking is fraught with guilty feelings
and a sense of responsibility. Both are made more tragic by the many ways in
which present technologies make the natural world visible and compel us to
recognize how much is at risk.’’12 Vidal and Diaz’s concept is generative, but
bringing it into the humanities requires historicization and specificity.
Applying these terms to film history, we can begin simply by observing that
old films depicting nature—whether as settings for a drama or as subjects of
a documentary—serve as documents of landscapes, artifacts, conditions,
and people that are now lost. Referring specifically to nonhuman species
and habitats, many of the nonhuman animals and ecosystems shown in
silent-era films are now threatened or endangered.

The concept of endangerment resonates with the nascent environmen-
tal humanities field known as extinction studies, which contends with our
age of mass extinction from interdisciplinary perspectives, including litera-
ture, history, geography, and anthropology.13 In Imagining Extinction, liter-
ary scholar Ursula Heise analyzes the literary and scientific modes and
genres that frame the concept of extinction today, ranging from global
travelogues to the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Red List of Threatened Species; these she describes as declensionist narra-
tives working in elegiac and tragic modes to generate care for nonhuman
nature.14 Applying a similar method of textual analysis, but addressing
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cinema-specific questions of archive and form, I approach the Anthropo-
cene as a narrative rather than a scientific concept. Isolating the film genres
and modes in which endangerment appeared a century ago, and paying
attention to the way these films resonate differently today, I argue that
endangerment is a primary mode of affect in the Anthropocene. While
endangerment discourse is quite apparent today, it can be traced in emer-
gent forms across film history, even before there was any awareness of global
warming or mass extinction, for the Anthropocene as a material condition
predates our knowledge of it. Cinema’s tradition of staging nature as back-
ground for human drama—along with its ability to render specific people,
creatures, plants, and landscapes in the longstanding genre of the nature
film—makes it a preeminent medium for thinking through modernity’s
understanding of nature and crisis. While the word extinction foregrounds
the urgency of current conditions, I frame my discussion around endanger-
ment, a different term that underscores process, not finality, continuance
rather than closure. As a field, extinction studies works to critique apoca-
lyptic thinking, not reify it. I share this goal but find the term endangerment
more useful in foregrounding the need for action, for endangered species
still persist; endangered ecosystems can survive. In these evolving condi-
tions, we watch: so many forms of moving image media it would dazzle the
spectators of Ponting’s day.

Our fragmented mediascape offers endangerment content for every
taste. In the US, reality TV survival shows like Alone (2015–) are more pop-
ular than ever. Palliative apps like Calm, which has its own show on HBO (‘‘A
timely antidote for our modern lives’’), are designed to soothe us through
the anxieties of our times; the ‘‘mindfulness’’ industry is currently valued at
$2 billion. Apocalypse is of course a major theme in video games, and green
games—video games with an environmental sensibility—are also popular.15

The success of Chasing Ice (Jeff Orlowski, 2012), Chasing Coral (Jeff Orlowski,
2017), and the Netflix-produced series Our Planet (2019) signals mainstream
documentary’s shift to an explicit depiction of threatened nature. The
quasi-documentary imagining of an ecological apocalypse in which humans
go extinct has become a cottage industry, from Alan Weisman’s bestselling
2007 book The World Without Us to its popular reimagining as the History
Channel series Life After People (2008–10). As this brief sample indicates,
contemporary media is consumed with endangerment discourse.

These representations are neither inherently progressive nor regressive;
instead, they produce what Raymond Williams in the 1950s termed ‘‘struc-
tures of feeling,’’ generated as a solution to ‘‘emergent formations.’’16 Affec-
tive structures such as sentimentality have produced significant debate in
literary history. Without glossing those debates here, I want to incorporate
the feminist insight that sentimentality has traditionally been considered
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the domain of women. ‘‘The domestic sphere is also, of course, the very
home of consumer culture, and books are among the commodities that
circulate through that intimate realm,’’ June Howard writes.17 Streaming
media circulates today through the domestic sphere, and, as I discuss below,
even archival films are readily accessible on our digital screens. As Lauren
Berlant reminds us, ‘‘The culture of true feeling has no inevitable political
ideology. It does not always liberalize society, forcing politics to gain a higher
ethical footing by dismantling structural inequalities or expanding the for-
mal terms of citizenship. Its core pedagogy has been to develop a notion of
social obligation based on the citizen’s capacity for suffering and trauma.’’18

For example, endangerment discourse is regularly appropriated by right-
wing groups in an attempt to generate support for various grievance wars.
Mobilizing a complex knot of feelings, sociopolitical identities, and aes-
thetic forms, endangerment is a key (and, as I argue, previously obscured)
sensibility with a diverse history preceding its contemporary dominance.

The discipline of cinema and media studies has certainly begun to take
this on. Much scholarship on cinema and the environment so far has cen-
tered on contemporary narrative films addressing climate change—either
directly or allegorically—with a particular emphasis on eco-disaster films
and, to a lesser degree, eco-documentary films. Big-budget apocalyptic fea-
tures such as The Day After Tomorrow (Roland Emmerich, 2004) and Mad
Max: Fury Road (George Miller, 2015) have inspired a great deal of film
analysis in college courses and published criticism, as have mid-budget films
such as The Road (John Hillcoat, 2012) and Snowpiercer (Bong Joon-Ho,
2013).19 Some scholars have approached ecological catastrophe films
through the framework of trauma. E. Ann Kaplan argues, in her 2016 book
Climate Trauma: Foreseeing the Future in Dystopian Film and Fiction, that dysto-
pian climate change films function as a form of ‘‘pre-trauma’’ in which
‘‘viewers are invited to engage with pretrauma narratives by identifying with
a probable traumatic future.’’20 In the introduction to Eco-Trauma Cinema,
Anil Narine discusses what it means to witness ecological catastrophe in
media when ‘‘we are not true ‘witnesses’ but rather viewers of visually medi-
ated trauma. We are two or more steps removed from the ‘event’ and thus
cannot claim to be traumatized in the same way a victim or physically present
witness may be.’’21

But while the trauma framework may yield useful insights about con-
temporary media and its viewers, such analyses fail to problematize the
subjectivity of climate trauma or the power dynamic organizing this medi-
ated form of witnessing. For many in the global South, climate trauma is not
probable but has been present for some time. For many without wealth,
precarity has been a way of life, not a drama on a screen. Class stratification
is exacerbated by climate change, and it is increasingly common not only to
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witness environmental injustice elsewhere, but to abide within and despite
ecological catastrophe. Scholars such as Kyle Powys White and April Anson
have argued that dystopian and post-apocalyptic climate change narratives
reinscribe settler colonialism by erasing Indigenous perspectives, when in
fact Indigenous people have been living through the violent transforma-
tions of colonialism for centuries.22 Understood from this perspective, the
Anthropocene is not a sudden break from a stable past but the continuation
of ongoing processes of colonialist violence and capitalist injustice. Rather
than centering dominant perspectives newly troubled by existential threat—
analyzing the shock of lost innocence and the unsettling of privilege—it is
important to understand how, why, and for whom that existential threat has
been concealed. To put it in the starkest terms possible, we must resist
transposing what Peter Dauvergne calls the ‘‘environmentalism of the
rich’’—a quiescent environmentalism of modest reforms and incremental
change—into media studies.23

A second line of analysis has applied the work of classical film and
critical theory to questions of media and the environment, drawing from
Kracauer and Benjamin along with Theodor Adorno, Sergei Eisenstein,
Béla Balázs, Henri Bergson, André Bazin, and others. Fay’s Inhospitable World
and Cahill’s Zoological Surrealism, both cited above, are two key works in this
direction.24 I build upon this critical tradition in my own work, and I believe
classical film theory continues to offer significant insights for the current
moment. But there remains an urgent need for new interdisciplinary meth-
odologies in the environmental humanities, particularly those that address
the Anthropocene’s complex historicity, affective power, and terrifying yet
potentially transformative capacity to reorganize political structures and
collective resistance.

Ian Baucom’s recent book, History 4� Celsius, is a magisterial effort to
find a critical method equal to the challenge of this situation. Developing
Dipesh Chakrabarty’s key insight that the Anthropocene signals ‘‘the col-
lapse of the age-old humanist distinction between natural history and
human history,’’ Baucom unpacks the Anthropocene’s dual nature as
a ‘‘mixed epoch—an epoch of the human and the nonhuman.’’25 He traces
two kinds of materialist theory—what he calls ‘‘Materialism I’’ (a humanist
materialism articulated by Jean-Paul Sartre and associated with Paul Gilroy)
and ‘‘Materialism II’’ (posthumanist theory by Jane Bennett, Donna Har-
away, Bruno Latour, and Timothy Morton which he links to Achille
Mbembe)—to argue that each has something to contribute to a new vision
of freedom needed in the epoch of the Anthropocene. Baucom brings the
‘‘Materialism II’’ insight that we have lost ‘‘the foreground-background dis-
tinction between the human and its others’’ into an exchange with the
‘‘Materialism I’’ discourse of individual, biographical, and social freedom
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to argue that we need a methodology that incorporates both approaches,
even though they are in tension with each other.

I am glossing Baucom’s complex argument here, but, to borrow his
simple phrasing of the problem, I suggest that the Anthropocene viewing
condition forces us to perceive the contradictory ‘‘time of the biographical
and the time of the geological’’ together.26 In the remaining two sections, I
begin to sketch out this dynamic of the biographical/human and the geo-
logical/nonhuman as it appears in film history. Cinema’s tradition of dra-
matizing these categories can be understood through a compositional
distinction between figure and ground, or foreground and background.
Moreover, as we shall see, a scan of film history reveals two categories of
endangerment. The first, explicit category appears in classical Hollywood
melodrama as a cultural/ideological construct in which human endanger-
ment is symptomatically enacted and resolved against a backdrop of threat-
ening natural forces. The second, latent category appears most clearly in
popular science films, enabling us to belatedly perceive actual material
conditions of endangerment, particularly that of nonhuman nature and, by
extension, the endangerment of humans. This second category of endan-
germent turns on a retroactive and posthumanist activation of formerly
‘‘background’’ elements, and bears a genuine moral charge.

Melodrama and the Sensation Scene of Nature

Endangerment is a major narrative force in melodrama, one of
the dominant modes of silent-era cinema. Indeed, one of the most famous
images in silent film history is that of Lillian Gish lying aswoon on the ice
floes in Way Down East (D. W. Griffith, 1920). The affective power of this
scene derives not only from the performances of Gish and her co-star
Richard Barthelmess, and not only from Griffith’s celebrated parallel edit-
ing, but from the ice itself. An intertitle announces, ‘‘The great ice-break,’’
and in the sequence that follows, Billy Bitzer’s camera captures the ice as it
breaks, floats, masses together, and flows over a great waterfall while the
characters are dwarfed by the icy river setting. Film scholars have written
extensively about Way Down East, which, in melodramatic fashion, projects
human emotions and moral agency onto its setting. Linda Williams writes
that ‘‘when David [Barthelmess] rescues Anna [Gish] from the river, the
fight that could easily be with his father is displaced onto a battle with the
river. At this point in the film the natural elements take on the role of the
villain.’’27 In analyzing Griffith’s ‘‘sentimental dramaturgy,’’ Jennifer Fay
writes that ‘‘in both Way Down East and Orphans of the Storm, rain, snow, and
even sunshine are attuned to human emotions and they amplify (though
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are rarely the root cause of) characters’ suffering and joy.’’28 Inga Pollmann
adds to these observations a consideration of cinema’s medium specificity,
writing that in this scene, ‘‘cold nature reflects the technological medium in
its capacity to visualize, that is, to externalize, inner turmoil and to manip-
ulate time and space.’’29 All these analyses are concerned with the film’s icy
setting, but Pollman begins to move in a posthumanist direction by empha-
sizing the role of technology in this representation.

In the ice floe sequence from Way Down East, what appears as a unified
space on screen is actually a composite location made possible by cinema.
The full sequence of Anna’s expulsion into the storm and suicidal collapse
on the ice floe depicts a blizzard, an icy river, and a high waterfall. Shots of
Anna stumbling through the snow were filmed outside the Griffith studio in
Mamaroneck, New York, in early March 1920; the ice floe sequence was shot
on location in White River Junction, Vermont, where filming continued for
three weeks into early April (fig. 2).30 The river was frozen solid with ice up
to sixteen inches thick, and the filmmakers sawed and dynamited the ice to
produce the floes shown in the sequence. There is no waterfall at White

figure 2. D. W. Griffith, Billy Bitzer, and crew filming Lillian Gish on the ice floe
in Way Down East (1927). Rauner Special Collections, Dartmouth
College.
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River Junction, and the half-dozen shots depicting a high waterfall are actu-
ally inserts of Niagara Falls. Finally, the shots of Anna’s last-minute rescue
were made in Connecticut, where other exterior shots were filmed in early
summer. According to Albert Bigelow Paine’s biography of Gish, ‘‘The crit-
ical moment at the brink of the fall was made in summer-time, at Winchell
Smith’s farm, near Farmington, Connecticut. The ice-cakes here were
painted blocks of wood, or boxes, and were attached to piano wire. There
was a real fall of fifteen feet at this place, and once, a carpenter went over
and was considerably damaged. In the picture as shown, Niagara was
blended into this fall, with startling effect.’’31

The sequence was and continues to be praised for its powerful realism,
but as this brief account of its filming indicates, these realistic effects were
produced through cinema-specific techniques of artifice: location shooting
(in four different locations), set dressing, and editing. The technique of
location shooting relies on the principle of the composite location—and the
related practice of the substitute location—as a matter of course. Within the
boundaries of cinematic realism, these are acceptable practices, fabrications
naturalized as part of location shooting’s illusionistic power. What is signif-
icant here is not the artifice of these practices, but the convention of locat-
ing realism in nature. Griffith was a proponent of cinema-specific realism as
a means to legitimate the medium; his appreciation of cinema’s ability to
capture ‘‘the wind in the trees,’’ frequently quoted from a 1949 interview,
was already articulated in 1920 when he said to a reporter visiting the set of
Way Down East: ‘‘I hold that if we but reproduce beautifully one single effect
of the movement of the wind upon the water, the swaying branches of
a tree . . . we have done something which, in itself, is an artistic
achievement.’’32

Melodrama has long been a dominant force in the popular understand-
ing of nature. In his classic study The Melodramatic Imagination, Peter Brooks
argued that melodrama is not just a genre or a theme but ‘‘a certain fictional
system for making sense of experience, a semantic field of force’’ that is
‘‘vital to the modern imagination.’’33 As we see in Way Down East, melodrama
often staged threats located in nature, pitting humans and nature against
each other. Location shooting in this context is a cinematic update of
nineteenth-century stagecraft, in which melodramas rendered natural set-
tings on painted backdrops to offer the illusion of realistic landscapes for
sensational stories. Way Down East was an adaptation of a nineteenth-century
stage play of the same name, and its ice floes echo another famous melo-
dramatic scene: Eliza crossing the ice in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the most popular
American stage play of the nineteenth century and an inflection point of the
era’s sentimental and racialized politics of endangerment. That play was
first made into a film by Edwin S. Porter in 1903; Porter’s film adaptation
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made use of a painted moving panorama to render the ice floe setting of
Eliza’s escape.

Melodrama’s convention of externalizing conflict into setting enabled the
production of stock narratives in natural settings, such as the nautical melo-
drama or the natural disaster melodrama. Hayley Jayne Bradley has traced the
history of ‘‘sensation scenes’’ in English melodrama; in describing the staging
of earthquakes, fires, floods, and avalanches, she writes, ‘‘the heroine’s rescue
was now as much the job of the stage carpenter as it was of the hero.’’34 Melo-
drama’s need for nature was served by highly artificial constructed sets, and, as
Bradley explains, the particular quality of the sensation scene was its combina-
tion of realism and artifice: ‘‘More than pictorial representations of these
events, the sensation scene sought to recreate them, producing actuality
through illusion, using the vivid realism of the scenery and mounting.’’35 It
is precisely this blurred boundary between the artificial and the natural that
activated sensational scenes of natural disaster with their dramatic charge.

Melodramatic natural disaster films updated the theatrical tradition of
the sensation scene, staging natural disasters (floods, avalanches) in spe-
cialty sequences with heightened special effects set apart from the rest of the
film. Noah’s Ark (Michael Curtiz, 1928) features an elaborate flood scene,
and was a massive commercial success.36 But the lesser-known The Trail of ’98
(Clarence Brown), released in March 1928, deserves attention for its special
effects rendition of an icy avalanche.37 Starring Dolores del Rio, the narra-
tive follows a group of characters traveling north to seek gold in the Yukon
gold rush of 1897. A long segment shot on location in the Colorado Rocky
Mountains depicts characters crossing the Chilkoot Pass (located in Alaska/
British Columbia). The characters encounter a colossal avalanche, rendered
with studio special effects added during postproduction, combining realism
and illusion to create a heightened spectacle (fig. 3). This sequence utilized
an exhibition process called ‘‘Fantom Screen,’’ in which the screen in the
theater was rolled forward on the stage while the projectionist enlarged the
image by adjusting the wide-angle lens on the projector. At the end of the
scene, the screen was rolled back into place and the image restored to its
original size.38 The film’s only other use of the Fantom Screen occurred in
a scene of running the White Horse Rapids; shot on location by a second
unit in Alaska, this scene is infamous due to the deaths of at least three
stuntmen during the shoot.39 These spectacular scenes of humans imper-
iled by natural forces functioned as the sensation scenes of the film, and
were highlighted in advertisements and reviews. Mordaunt Hall wrote in the
New York Times, ‘‘Possibly the most startling vision in this worthy production
is the depiction of the stream of gold-hunters plodding up the steep, white-
clad Chilkoot Pass. . . . This particular episode is made all the more dramatic
by having the screen increase to thrice its size.’’40
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Even more than The Trail of ‘98, the 1933 film Deluge, directed by Felix
Feist, established conventions of the natural disaster film that persist to this
day. The film presents an extravagant destruction of New York City just
thirteen minutes into the narrative. The destruction of New York is by far
the most effects-laden sequence of the film, and its placement so early in the
narrative has the curious result of cueing the spectator to expect more visual
effects, when, in fact, after this the film becomes a low-tech melodrama of
survival in a decimated wasteland. In Deluge’s five-minute catastrophe
sequence, skyscrapers crumble in a series of exterior shots intercut with
interiors of rooms with collapsing beams and heaving floors. Crowds flee
in terror toward the camera, in matte insert shots that place them in the
foreground of the crumbling city. Then the water rushes in, the earth cracks
open, ships are tossed about, and the Statue of Liberty is engulfed (fig. 4).
The soundtrack is layered with sounds of crashing buildings and human
screams, along with a horn-filled orchestral score, to punctuate the action.
The editing in this sequence is fast-paced, offering a dizzying jumble of
visual perspectives, from medium shots to a variety of long-shot and extreme
long-shot distances, all the way out to a bird’s-eye view of Manhattan, and

figure 3. Avalanche scene in The Trail of ’98. Directed by Clarence Brown (1928),
DVD.
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back in to a low-level perspective in which the rushing water fills the bottom
half of the frame. There are even disorienting shots in which the water fills
the entire frame. The overall effect is chaotic and terrifying. But at the same
time, because this is so clearly a model of New York, the spectator’s aston-
ishment is moderated by her knowledge of the scene’s constructedness.
Indeed, it is the special effects that warrant attention. The effects team used
a combination of models and matte-insert work to create a sense of depth.
Special effects director Ned Mann was praised in the trade press, a rare
acknowledgment for below-the-line creative talent in this period. Mann
explained, ‘‘This is probably one of the largest, and certainly the most
intricate, job[s] of miniature work ever done in any production.’’41 While
reviewers in 1933 praised the film’s effects, they also remarked on their
artificiality. ‘‘The destruction of skyscrapers is never particularly real and
the rushing waters seem strangely out of focus at times,’’ wrote the New York
Times.42

The Trail of ’98 and Deluge function as traditional anthropocentric nar-
ratives, staging the endangerment of humans in the foreground and nature

figure 4. New York City engulfed in Deluge. Directed by Felix E. Feist (1933),
DVD.
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as setting in the background—with the important exception of the sensa-
tion scenes in which nonhuman nature bursts forth, spectacular and over-
powering. This temporary eruption of nature into the foreground is
resolved through the work of the narrative, however, as nature is tamed and
restored to the background, while human vulnerability is expunged by
melodramatic values such as virtue and courage. These are not ‘‘ecological’’
films, even according to the conservationist values of the 1920s and 30s, yet
viewed from the self-conscious perspective of our current condition, we can
identify their proto-posthumanist effects. In watching Trail of ’98 and Deluge
today, artificial ice, snow, and rising seas exceed the frame with a ring of
authenticity their filmmakers could not have imagined.

Film at a Glacier’s Pace

Like a classical melodrama, the Anthropocene has two ‘‘plot
lines,’’ if you will: the first, a human drama, and the second, a drama in
which nature pushes back. These two plot lines can be measured in the
contrast between melodrama and nonfiction film. Unlike fiction films, non-
fiction has a tradition of placing nonhuman nature in the foreground. In
particular, educational and popular science films have long explored, docu-
mented, and interpreted nonhuman nature as a subject of interest in its own
right, and nonfiction films have been of interest to film theorists and scho-
lars since the 1920s. That is not to say that nonfiction is monolithic or
lacking in its own use of fictionalizing devices, for certainly, nonfiction can
be melodramatic. But speaking broadly, the nonfiction nature film (which
was already well developed as a genre by the 1920s) represents an important
alternative vision of endangerment in cinema. In contrast to the melodra-
mas I discussed above, nonfiction films of ice and snow focus our attention
on the drama of nonhuman nature: seasonal time scales rather than human
time scales, geological processes and actions without characters. If nature
was understood by the sciences as a dynamic web of life operating alongside
humans, then it, too, could be represented with stories of its own life cycles.

Consider the Pathégram film Glaciers, released in 1929.43 This silent, 12-
minute, 16 mm educational film shows Alpine glaciers in a series of extreme
long shots of mountainous landscapes, interspersed with informational
intertitles providing basic information about glacier formation and activity.
An intertitle tells us: ‘‘From the neve fields the ice moves down toward the
main valleys’’; this information is followed by a stunning aerial shot of
a mountainous glacier landscape. Another intertitle states: ‘‘Where the gra-
dient of the glacier’s bed is abruptly steepened the ice is shattered and forms
an ‘ice-fall,’’’ followed by a straight-on shot of a rocky landscape that looks
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like an abstraction, as the icy rock fills the frame entirely. Every element of
this film emphasizes movement, from the snow blowing off a mountain
ridge to the plunging water of glacial moulins to the movement of the
camera itself, panning across icy mountainscapes. Glacial movement is too
slow to be perceived by the human eye or the motion picture camera. In
order to dramatize the action of a glacier, the film features an animated
segment showing the motion of the Rhone Glacier as it was measured over
a period of eight years by nineteenth-century glaciologists. This science film
shows the vast traces glaciers leave, as dynamic geological forces: ‘‘Grinding
down the mountain-side, the ice erodes its bed and leaves jagged needles of
rock along the divides.’’ In one of the film’s extreme long shots, we see the
Fiescher Glacier in the Swiss Alps, a ribbon of ice carving a vast trace
through the deep mountain valley for many thousands of years (fig. 5).
Glaciers represents more-than-human nature as a vital force, using cinema-
specific techniques to visualize the nonhuman timescale of Earth systems.

figure 5. The Fiescher Glacier as depicted in Glaciers (Pathégram, 1929). Still
image from 16 mm motion picture film. Courtesy of the University of
Southern California Moving Image Archive.
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Glaciers presents a popular version of geology as it existed in the 1920s.
Watching this film today, we see what glaciers looked like—and what was
thought about them—in an earlier era. We also cannot escape our knowl-
edge that these glaciers are endangered. While the melodramas I discussed
earlier present the endangerment of human characters whose suffering is
intensified by natural forces, when we watch Glaciers today, the endangered
element is a nonhuman entity, the glaciers themselves.

Educational films such as Glaciers were seen by millions of viewers in the
years before World War II, thanks to the development of a nontheatrical
distribution network in the 1920s, and the introduction of 16 mm film in
1923.44 Such nonfiction films were shown in classrooms and other nonthe-
atrical venues such as museums and lecture halls, and they were also shown
theatrically as part of variety shorts programs before a feature film. Such
films aimed to speak to a popular audience and, as such, were not used by
scientists but functioned rather as a form of education for the layperson.
Even if Glaciers does not represent cutting-edge geological concepts, it
represents nature as a dynamic field of continual change and massive non-
human time scales, concepts that were developed by geologists in the nine-
teenth century. As science historian Martin J. S. Rudwick puts it, ‘‘the
recognition that the Earth has had a history of its own, and that it was
possible to reconstruct it reliably and often in detail, amounted to a major
revolution in human thought.’’45

My final example of nonfiction’s potent power to mediate endanger-
ment is the remarkable work of William O. Field, a glaciologist who shot
numerous 35 mm films of Alaskan glaciers in the late 1920s and early 30s.
Field’s films serve as documents of glaciers that are now melting rapidly.
Classified as home movies by the Alaska Film Archives where they are held
today, Field’s film titles include 1926 Glacier Hike and Columbia Glacier
1931.46 A scientist and amateur filmmaker, Field made his films entirely
outside Hollywood’s industrial mode of production and distribution. Like
the Glaciers film, Field’s films speak not so much to scientists as to the lay
public; unlike Glaciers, these are films made by a working scientist. While
many photographs had been taken on the Alaskan glacier expeditions made
in the 1890s, Field was probably the first to shoot motion pictures there,
beginning with his first trip to Alaska in 1926. Field had been interested in
photography as a child—his father, William Osgood Field, was a still photo
enthusiast who had made his own moving pictures in the first decade of the
twentieth century, extremely early for an amateur moviemaker.47 The youn-
ger Field joined the University Film Foundation while an undergraduate at
Harvard (1922–26), where he volunteered as a projectionist to show films in
the classroom.48 For a number of years before Field joined the staff of the
American Geographical Society in 1940, he was employed primarily as
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a filmmaker. From 1932 to 1935 he shot films for Fitzpatrick’s Traveltalks,
a short film series distributed by MGM. He also served in the US Army Signal
Corps during World War II, making training films, including a survivalist
film called Land and Live in the Arctic (1943), which survives today.49

In 1926, Field made his first scientific trip to Alaska to measure, photo-
graph, and film glaciers (fig. 6). Traveling for two months in a party of five
men plus their boat skipper, Field and his group visited nineteen glaciers in
Glacier Bay in Southeast Alaska. These glaciers had last been mapped in
expeditions in the 1890s, and some had been noted in a topographic survey
from 1907. Field and his group discovered that ‘‘in some cases tremendous
changes had occurred in the glaciers between 1907 and 1926.’’50 Glaciers
are dynamic systems that retreat and advance; this dynamism is precisely
what attracted Field to study them. ‘‘If glaciers were static and unchanging, I
don’t think I would have been interested in them,’’ he said.51 The changes

figure 6. Columbia Glacier, 1931. Directed by William O. Field (1931). Still image
from 35 mm motion picture film. AAF-21006. William O. Field Papers,
Alaska Film Archives, Elmer E. Rasmuson Library, University of Alaska
Fairbanks.
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Field observed in 1926 may have been caused by natural cycles, or they may
have recorded early developments of anthropogenic climate change. As he
said much later in life, ‘‘The idea of global warming hadn’t been thought up
yet, but we knew something was happening and any records would become
very interesting and valuable.’’52 Field’s footage from this trip is remarkable
for its 35 mm clarity, and for the way it frames the landscape, often with
greater significance than humans. Field took more footage when he
returned to Alaska in 1931, this time measuring glaciers in Prince William
Sound. His footage of Columbia Glacier is stunning for the way it captures
the glacier’s vast scale and monumental beauty.

In his research, Field used basic methods of observation, measurement,
and photography. His films are significant not only for glaciology but for the
general public, for whom his films and photographs serve as an important

figure 7. 1926 Glacier Hike. Directed by William O. Field (1926). Still image from
35 mm motion picture film. AAF-21001. William O. Field Papers, Alaska
Film Archives, Elmer E. Rasmuson Library, University of Alaska
Fairbanks.
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record in communicating the effects of climate change to the layperson.
Field’s films, along with other early nonfiction films depicting glaciers and
polar exploration, center the Anthropocene’s second plot line, foreground-
ing nonhuman nature as an agent in its own right by recording specific
moments in the Earth’s geological history. These films hold an affective
power today that is different and perhaps more potent than the melodramas
of their day. As the world’s glaciers melt, Field’s films hold new significance
as moving pictures of endangerment, signaling the demise of icy landscapes
even as their purpose was to document those landscapes’ vitality. While this
outcome is by no means guaranteed, I am suggesting that archival films such
as these—and the Anthropocene viewing condition itself—hold potential to
spark the viewer’s ecological awakening, offering a starting point for new
modes of analysis.

Finally, this Anthropocene viewing condition, as I indicated earlier, is
shaped not only by climate collapse but by evolving digital media technol-
ogies. Almost as remarkable as the survival of these films is the ease with
which we can conjure them up on our screens today. This is different from
the ‘‘long tail’’ of media championed at the start of the web 2.0 era.53 Rather,
the revitalization of old films today is better described by Giovanna Fossati’s
concept of ‘‘the archival life of film,’’ which she defines as ‘‘the life of the
film once it has entered the archive, from selection to preservation, from
restoration to exhibition and digitization.’’54 To return to my opening
example, Ponting’s Antarctica footage has taken on new life today. In
2011, the British Film Institute restored The Great White Silence, the 1924
silent feature-length version of Ponting’s footage, to mark the centenary
of Captain Scott’s expedition. This award-winning archival project, which
combined photochemical and digital methods, restored the color tinting
and toning of the 1924 feature, and added a new musical score by Simon
Fisher Turner. The restored Great White Silence screened theatrically world-
wide and is widely accessible now on DVD and online.55

While this Anthropocene viewing condition feels unprecedented, it
reveals chronic and ongoing forms of endangerment traced by film
across the medium’s entire history. Although this condition provokes
despair, it also offers hope for radical transformation. What we need is
a new understanding of the possibilities of the moving image to visualize
and respond to ecological emergency. This will hardly solve climate
change and mass extinction. But it will help us see the origins of the
crisis, and it can help us envision a future in which, as a collectivity
alongside other species, we face life in ongoing conditions of endanger-
ment, yet in which we can and must work to limit the catastrophe of
anthropogenic environmental collapse.
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